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Abstract- Wireless Sensor Networks are to a great degree defenseless against node bargains. Accomplishing
Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability in Wireless Sensor Networks is inconceivable. Earlier works proposes three
schemes to secure data aggregation that rely on multipath routing. In this paper a new energy-efficient graph theory
based routing protocol based on clustering technique using minimum spanning tree and shortest path is proposed for
energy efficient and RSA algorithm usage for sensed data. Experimental results show reduced data aggregation and
an energy-efficient compared to previous routing protocols and techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor systems are turning out to be progressively famous to give sparing answers for some difficult issues, for
example, ongoing activity checking, rapidly spreading conflagration following, and untamed life observing, or building
security observing. In sensor systems, a huge number of sensor nodes all things considered screen a region. These
expansive sensor systems produce a considerable measure of data, yet the sensor nodes regularly have constrained assets,
for example, reckoning force, memory, stockpiling, correspondence, and above all, battery vitality. Radio
correspondences are costly as far as vitality utilization. In Wireless Sensor Systems (WSNs), where nodes may be
extremely constrained in assets, it is central that correspondence be controlled[1].
To accomplish such a goal is to perform data collection, where handing-off nodes abuse the disseminated way of the
system and perform in system preparing. That is, different readings from different sensors are converged into littler
messages as they are passed on toward the base station. Halfway nodes to figure and forward the mean of the readings
they have gotten so far rather than the readings themselves[1].
Guaranteeing security in accumulation plans is especially debate on the grounds that node bargains in such a reason
are doubly hazardous, regarding both data confidentiality (listening in) and accessibility (disavowal of administration).
An aggressor that bargains a node has admittance to its inner state and cryptographic material. It may transform an
approved node into a noxious one. Without a doubt, by trading off an aggregator node, the aggressor would imperil the
greater part of the readings that are a piece of the total of which the node is in control[1].
II. DATA AGGREGATION
Data aggregation is a system used to understand the implosion and cover issues in data driven directing. Data
originating from various sensor nodes is collected as in the event that they speak the truth the same property of the
sensation when they achieve the same directing node in transit back to the sink. Data aggregation is a generally utilized
procedure as a part of Wireless Sensor Systems. The security issues, data privacy and uprightness, in data aggregation get
to be key when the sensor system is sent in an antagonistic environment. Data collection is a procedure of aggregating
the sensor data utilizing collection approaches[2].
A data accumulation plan is vitality proficient on the off chance that it amplifies the usefulness of the system. On the
off chance that we expect that all sensors are just as vital, we ought to minimize the vitality utilization of every sensor.
When a question is sent by the BS to a sensor, the first step took after is to handle the question. This is trailed by data
accumulation from sources and accumulation of that data[2].
III. SECURITY GOALS FOR WSN
As the sensor systems can likewise work in an adhoc way the security objectives spread both those of the
conventional systems and objectives suited to the special limitations of adhoc sensor systems.
The security objectives are named essential and optional.
The essential objectives are referred to as standard security objectives, for example, Confidentiality, Integrity,
Authentication and Availability (CIAA). The optional objectives are Data Freshness, Self-Association, Time
Synchronization and Secure Confinement[3].
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Essential goals:
i) Confidentiality:
Confidentiality is the capacity to cover messages from a detached aggressor so that any message conveyed by means
of the sensor system stays secret. This is the most essential issue in system security. A sensor node ought to not uncover
its data to the neighbours[3].
ii) Integrity:
Data trustworthiness in sensor systems is expected to guarantee the unwavering quality of the data and alludes to the
capacity to affirm that a message has not been messed around with, adjusted or changed. Regardless of the fact that the
system has privacy measures, there is still a probability that the data respectability has been traded off by changes. The
honesty of the system will be into a bad situation when:
• A pernicious node introduce in the system infuses false data.
• Unstable conditions because of Wireless channel cause harm or loss of data[3].
iii) Authentication:
Verification guarantees the unwavering quality of the message by recognizing its inception. Attacks in sensor systems
don't simply include the change of parcels; foes can likewise infuse extra false bundles [14]. Data confirmation confirms
the personality of the senders and recipients. Data verification is accomplished through symmetric or lopsided
instruments where sending and accepting nodes offer mystery keys. Because of the Wireless way of the media and the
unattended way of sensor systems, it is to a great degree testing to guarantee verification[3].
iv) Availability:
Accessibility figures out if a node can utilize the assets and whether the system is accessible for the messages to
convey. Then again, disappointment of the base station or clustering pioneer's accessibility will in the long run debilitate
the whole sensor system. Subsequently accessibility is of essential significance for keeping up an operational system[3].
Optional goals:
i) Data-Freshness:
Regardless of the fact that Confidentiality and data respectability are guaranteed, there is a need to guarantee the
freshness of every message. Casually, data freshness [4] proposes that the data is later, and it guarantees that no old
messages have been replayed. To take care of this issue a nonce, or another timerelated counter, can be added into the
parcel to guarantee data freshness[3].
ii) Self-Association:
A Wireless sensor system is a regularly a specially appointed system, which requires each sensor node be free what's
more, sufficiently adaptable to act naturally sorting out and self-mending as indicated by diverse circumstances. There is
no altered foundation accessible with the end goal of system administration in a sensor system. This characteristic
component conveys an awesome test to Wireless sensor system security. On the off chance that self-association is
deficient in a sensor system, the harm coming about because of an attacks or even the dangerous environment may be
pulverizing[3].
iii) Time Synchronization:
Most sensor system applications depend on some type of time synchronization. Moreover, sensors may wish to
process the end-to-end deferral of a parcel as it voyages between two pairwise sensors. A more shared sensor system may
oblige clustering synchronization for following applications[3].
iv) Secure Confinement:
Frequently, the utility of a sensor system will depend on its capacity to precisely and naturally find every sensor in
the system. A sensor system intended to find flaws will require precise area data so as to pinpoint the area of a flaw.
Sadly, an aggressor can without much of a stretch control nonsecured area data by reporting false flag qualities, replaying
signs.
This Section has talked about the security objectives that are broadly accessible for Wireless sensor systems and the
next segment clarifies about the attacks or attacks that usually happen on Wireless sensor systems[3].
IV. SECURITY ATTACKS IN WSN
Wireless Sensor systems are helpless against security attacks because of the telecast way of the transmission medium.
Moreover, Wireless sensor systems have an extra helplessness on the grounds that nodes are regularly put in an
antagonistic or perilous environment where they are most certainly not physically secured[3].
A Wireless Sensor Network security attack includes:
a) Node outage
b) Message corruption
c) False node
d) Denial of Service
e) Monitor and Eavesdropping
f) Node replication
g) Node subversion
h) Traffic analysis
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a) Node outage:
Node outage is the circumstance that happens when a node stops its capacity. For the situation where a group pioneer
stops working, the sensor system conventions ought to be hearty enough to relieve the impacts of node outages by giving
a backup way to go.
b) Message corruption:
Any adjustment of the substance of a message by an assailant bargains its integrity.
c) False node:
A false node includes the expansion of a node by an enemy and reasons the infusion of malevolent data. An
interloper may add a node to the framework that encourages false data or keeps the entry of genuine data. Insertion of
malignant node is a standout amongst the most risky attacks that can happen. Malignant code infused in the system could
spread to all nodes, possibly annihilating the entirety system, or much more terrible, assuming control over the system for
sake of an adversary.
d) Denial of Service:
Denial of Service (DoS) is delivered by the unexpected disappointment of nodes or vindictive activity. DoS attacks is
implied not just for the foe's endeavour to subvert, disturb, or devastate a system, additionally for any occasion that
decreases a system's capacity to give a administration. In remote sensor organizes, a few sorts of DoS attacks in diverse
layers may be performed. At physical layer the DoS attacks could be sticking and altering, at connection layer, impact,
fatigue and injustice, at system layer, disregard and insatiability, homing, confusion, dark openings what's more, at
transport layer this attacks could be performed by pernicious flooding and de-synchronization. The instruments to
anticipate DoS attacks incorporate instalment for system assets, pushback, solid confirmation and distinguishing proof of
traffic.
e) Monitor and Eavesdropping:
This is the most basic attacks to protection. By snooping to the data, the foe could without much of a stretch find the
correspondence substance. At the point when the movement passes on the control data about the sensor system design,
which contains conceivably more definite data than available through the area server, the listening in can act successfully
against the security assurance.
f) Node replication:
Reasonably, a node replication attacks is truly straightforward; an assailant tries to add a node to a current sensor
system by replicating the nodeID of a current sensor node. A node imitated in this methodology can seriously upset a
sensor system's execution. Parcels can be ruined or indeed, even misrouted. This can bring about a disengaged system,
false sensor readings, and so on. On the off chance that an aggressor can increase physical access to the whole system he
can duplicate cryptographic keys to the repeated sensor nodes. By embeddings the duplicated nodes at particular system
focuses, the assailant could without much of a stretch control a particular fragment of the system, maybe by detaching it
altogether.
g) Node subversion:
Catch of a node may uncover its data including divulgence of cryptographic keys and therefore bargain the entire
sensor system. A specific sensor may be caught, and data (key) put away on it may be gotten by a foe.
h) Traffic analysis:
Notwithstanding when the messages exchanged are scrambled, regardless it leaves a high plausibility investigation of
the correspondence designs. Sensor exercises can possibly sufficiently uncover data to empower an enemy to bring about
malignant mischief to the sensor system[3].
V. RELATED WORKS
Since remote correspondence dependably devours higher rate of vitality than wired the number of message
transmitted ought to be decreased. Be that as it may, when we diminish the quantity of message transmission in the
system there may be the possibilities of diminished execution of the system. To make tradeoffs in the middle of
execution and vitality productivity we are going for the grouping calculations. Let’s take a look into various clusteringbased routing protocols,
i) LEACH:
Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy [4] is an appropriated grouping convention to disseminate the vitality
utilization everywhere on its system. Here, in view of data accumulation, system is isolated into Clusters and Cluster
heads are chosen arbitrarily. The clustering head gathers the data from the nodes which are going under its clustering.
The stages included in every round in the LEACH convention as takes after,
Ad stage: This is the beginning stage in LEACH convention. The qualified group head nodes will be sending a
solicitation to its adjacent nodes to join in its group. The non-CH node will be joining with the group head which offers
higher Received Signal Strength (RSS).
Group set-up stage: In this stride the nodes with its new clustering head frame another group.
Plan creation: After group set-up stage, the clustering head need to produce a TDMA plan what's more, pass it to its
group individuals to copy them when they need to send their data to it.
Data transmission: The data detected by the individual sensors will be sent to its clustering head amid its TDMA time
interim.
Here in the LEACH convention multi clustering obstruction issue was illuminated by utilizing one of a kind CDMA
codes for every clustering.
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It serves to counteract vitality channel for the same sensor nodes which has been chosen as the group pioneer,
utilizing randomization for every time clustering head would be changed. The clustering head nodes gather data from its
clustering individuals and total it. At long last every clustering head will be sending the collected data to the base station.
At the point when contrasted and LEACH, it has demonstrated a superior enhanced lifetime, as far as number of data
social occasion rounds.
LEACH Centralized [4] meets expectations in the same route as LEACH. It takes after the incorporated system.
Every one of the nodes need to transmit their present area and remaining vitality to the base station. At that point the base
station frames the new clustering with a group head for each of it. The recently framed groups with its clustering head
IDs are transmitted to the nodes. In the event that the nodes get the message with its own ID as group ID it accepts the
clustering head part. The enduring state stage is same to both LEACH and LEACH-C.
LEACH F [4] is another variation of LEACH convention. The group framed in the setup stage is altered. The vitality
squandered because of new group development in every data gathering round is decreased by keep up altered groups.
However, the significant downside in this plan is the recently arriving nodes can't be incorporated in the altered groups.
ii) DECA:
DECA is an acronym for Distributed Efficient Clustering Approach [5]. DECA contrasts from Regard in choosing
and touching base at the score processing. The stages included in DECA operations are:
Begin Clustering: In the introductory stage every one of the nodes will figure its score with the assistance of the capacity
score=w1E+w2C+w3I. E alludes to leftover vitality, C to node network, and I to node identifier and "w" to weight which
is equivalent to solidarity. After some postpone the score worth will be given to the neighbouring nodes with the node ID
and group ID if the registered score is of a higher worth.
Get Clustering Message: When the node is accepting the score esteem more than its own particular worth also, in the
event that it is not joined to any clustering it acknowledges the sender node as its CH.
Genuine declaration: After the past stage, the new nodes with the effectively existing nodes from some different past
clustering which are expected to frame another group with another head, the CHs ID, clustering ID and score quality
would be telecasted.
Settle Clustering: In this last step the CH nodes with its Cluster Members shapes the new clusters.
iii) MOCA:
Multi-hopping Overlapping Clustering Algorithm (MOCA) [6] is utilized to enhance the clustering correspondence.
It contrasts from the past clustering calculations in which MOCA clusters was covered with one another. The node
falling under two adjoining clusters goes about as the transfer node for Cluster Head correspondence.
iv) EECPL:
With a specific end goal to avert quick consumption of vitality in clustering head nodes, EECPL [7] calculation
utilizes one node as group head and clustering sender for every group. For the most part, EECPL calculation takes after
ring topology inside of every clustering and every node will get data from its past node, wires it with its own data and
transmit it to the following node in the ring. The clustering sender nodes are in charge of transmitting the totalled data to
the base station. As like LEACH data social occasion was done in two stages.
Setup stage: Based on the remaining vitality level of every nodes and their topographical area group heads and clustering
senders would be chosen. At that point the clustering head nodes make TDMA plan for its clustering individuals and
circulate it. The group sender nodes deal with sending the collected data to the base station.
Consistent state stage: Initially group sender will send its detected data to the neighbouring node and every node is in
charge of totalling the got data with its detected data and transmits the collected data to its neighbour node. At the point
when the group sender gets totalled data it transmits it to the base station.
v) ADRP:
Adaptive Decentralized Reclustering Protocol[8] takes after the incorporated methodology for group arrangement by
gathering the staying level and geological area from the sensor nodes. It diminishes the vitality wastage because of
clustering arrangement for every round by choosing the following qualified group head for every clustering. It meets
expectations in two stages they are,
Beginning Phase: Initial stage is again isolated into three sub organizes as takes after, In segment stage every sensor node
need to send its present area and remaining vitality level to the base station. Utilizing this data base station is isolating the
system into groups with proper clustering head. In determination arrange the following qualified group heads would be
chosen in light of the predefined edge esteem. Finally in the ad arrange the group head ID and next qualified clustering
heads are transmitted to every node.
Cycle stage: In cycle stage additionally ADRP lives up to expectations in three stages. In Schedule arrange the clustering
heads makes the TDMA plan for each of its group individuals. Next in the transmission arrange the data are accumulated
from the clustering individuals, collected at group head and transmitted to the base station from that point. At long last in
recluster stage, the clustering individuals switch to their new group head in the following group head succession.
Since ADRP takes after unified methodology, every time amid the new clustering arrangement the sensor nodes need
to send its present area and remaining vitality level to the base station. The nodes which are remotely situated to the base
station would quickly drain its vitality contrasted and different nodes.
vi) VGA:
In Virtual Grid Architecture Routing [9] the clustering are settled and equivalent measured. Two sorts of collections
are done here. The collections done at Cluster Head level are known as Local Collection and further accumulations done
at extraordinary nodes called as Master Aggregations.
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vii) PANEL:
Board, Position based aggregator node election [10] is additionally one of the conveyed clustering calculation. Here,
in this convention the sensor conveyed zone is partitioned into settled equivalent estimated rectangular zone. For every
data assembling round, the sensor nodes in every group’s figures the reference focuses for its group.
The node drawing close to the reference point is chosen as the aggregator node for that round.
The nodes take in the most limited way to the aggregator node toward the end of aggregator race method which is
valuable for intra group correspondence. For bury group correspondence any position based directing conventions can be
utilized.
VI. PROBLEM FORMULATION
This paper formulates a new energy-efficient graph theory based routing protocol, using clustering technique along
with MST(Minimum Spanning Tree) and shortest path which foils Wireless Sensor Networks from various
vulnerabilities and being energy efficient.
Each clustering strategy has its own particular qualities and impediments. The best possible immovable tenets are not
required in this system topology. Since as per the application and size of data client can characterize the system.
This paper tailors the techniques to suit the constrained vitality of the system furthermore it considers the versatility
component. MST, Minimum Spanning Tree methodology is followed in our proposed plan for Cluster and Super Cluster
arrangement. In the beforehand said calculations the vitality wastage in data transmission from separation node head
node to the sink node is most certainly not considered.
In our proposed plan the vitality wastage in separation CH node transmission to the sink node is diminished by
having multi bounce correspondence between group head node to the sink node and having Super group head nodes,
which totals the data from distinctive group heads and transmits it to the sink node. The sensed data will be encrypted by
RSA algorithm at sensed node and it will be decrypted at the base/receiving station.
VII. PROPOSED GRAPH THEORY BASED ROUTING
The proposed routing scheme involves 3 stages namely:
i) Cluster Formation
ii) Cluster Head Selection
iii) RSA Encrypted data transmission using shortest path
i) Cluster Formation:
Not at all like past calculations, has group arrangement gone before node head choice. This is in light of Minimum
Spanning Tree (MST) idea.
A tree is an associated diagram without cycles. The traversing tree is "insignificant" when the aggregate length of the
edges is the base important to unite all the vertices in the chart. MST may be developed utilizing kruskal's (or) Prim's
calculation.
In any case, in our proposed calculation MST is utilized as a part of the starting group arrangement stage and in super
node development stage. Here group arrangement is done in the conveyed manner.
Some of the pre suppositions for this new system are,
• All the taking part nodes are mindful of its position through GPS procedure.
• The nodes are thought to be static amid the data get-together stage.
• The remote sensor system is thought to be a homogeneous system. Every one of the nodes is having same
computational force, stockpiling limit and correspondence sweep.
The nodes figure its correspondence cost with every other node by utilizing the expression,
Etx = Etd+kda
where, Etx = Transmission energy,
k = number of bits,
d = distance between nodes,
Etd = Electronics energy.
The Base Station will shape a Minimum Spanning Tree to unite every one of the nodes through the least way cost.
After the development of the MST, the edges having high expenses are cut. On the off chance that the application needs
"n" groups for its vitality proficient working, then 'n-1' edges ought to be slice to structure groups.
ii) Cluster Head Selection:
In the recently framed groups, the node with the most noteworthy vitality level is chosen as the node head what's
more, the following higher vitality level node is chosen as the following CH node. To keep up the dependability inside of
the groups, next CH nodes were chosen. When the node head are chosen, it creates the TDMA plan for its group
individuals and shows to its node individuals.

Fig 7.1 Cluster Formation
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iii) RSA Encrypted data transmission using shortest path:
With a specific end goal to lessen further vitality wastage because of data transmission between the since a long time
ago removed Node head and sink node, multi-jump data transmission happens. The encrypted data by RSA algorithm
from the close-by node heads to the sink node will be straightforwardly transmitted to the sink node though the data from
the separated node head will be transmitted through the most limited multi-jump way. The steps included in transmission
as takes after,
 Preparing closeness framework utilizing separation metric; separation in the middle of CH and sink and between
CH's.
 Constructing MST to frame a super group.
 Find most limited way between each CH to sink.
 Find the dominating node (node in most extreme number of path)
 Select that node as super group head node and total happens at this node.
 Forward totalled data to the sink node.
Pros of Proposed work:
 Scalability is better when contrasted and the past techniques.
 To maintain a strategic distance from adaptation to non-critical failure, hub pioneer is chosen.
 All hubs are considered by MST system.
 Aggregation lessens redundancy.
Cons of Proposed work:
 Group arrangement is in view of specific parameters like way cost and separation; On evolving the node
development parameters, group effectiveness may be moved forward
 Cluster productivity additionally changes.
 Mobility is not considered.
 This calculation in view of the presumption that the system is static.
VIII. RESULTS
We compared our proposed approach to other routing schemes of Wireless Sensor Networks in terms of routing
metric namely,
A) Hop-Count:
In this metric, each connection considers one equivalent unit free of the quality or different attributes of the join and
extremely straightforward method. The simplicity of usage has made the most of bounce the most broadly utilized metric
as a part of wired systems and it is the default metric in numerous remote sensor systems directing conventions, for
example, LEACH, DECA, EECPL and VGA. Less bounces on the data way produce littler postponement, whether these
include system joins on the other hand cushions or computational force. The verifiable suspicion is the presence of
mistake free connections. In actuality, interfaces in remote sensor systems can't be accepted blunder free. Graph-based
approach using MST and shortest path provides lesser hop count.
B) Round-trip time(RTT):
The per-hop Round-Trip Time (RTT) metric is in light of the bidirectional postpone on a connection. Keeping in
mind the end goal to measure the RTT, a test bundle is sent intermittently to every neighbouring hub with time stamp. At
that point each neighbour hub gives back the test instantly. This test reaction empowers the sending hub to figure the
RTT esteem. The way RTT metric is the summation of all connections RTT in the course. The RTT metric is subject to
the system activity. Since it involves queuing, channel contention, and in addition 802.11 MAC retransmission delays.
Proposed work has reduced RTT.
C) Congestion Control:
Congestion Control is better when compared with other routing schemes due to minimum spanning tree and shortest
path approach.
D) Packet loss:
Since it involves MST approach, packet loss will be reduced in proposed scheme compared to traditional WSN
routing approaches namely, DECA, LEACH, EECPL, PANEL and VGA.
E) Data confidentiality:
Using RSA algorithm on sensed data to be transmitted using shortest path ensures data confidentiality.
F) Minimal Total Power Routing (MTPR):
MTPR is used to minimize the overall energy consumption. By using MST and Prim’s or Kruskal’s algorithm MTR is
achieved.
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IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, various existing clustering routing protocols in the wireless sensor systems have been exhibited and
another new routing scheme which concentrates on energy-efficient data transmission between the cluster heads and the
sink nodes is proposed, utilizing MST and shortest path. Our future work concentrates on the accompanying,
 Incorporating Genetic Algorithms (GA) for the vitality effective Cluster Formation stage.
 Incorporating strong encryption algorithm on sensed data to ensure CIAA.
 Modifying the Data Transmission stage to suite for time-critical applications.
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